SIDE VIEW SWITCH LUG, R. H.

8001-28, BOLT COMPL.
For applying GRS switch adjusting bracket 48544-12 Gk. 2 to IEEE of W. rail, double slip switch.

8001-58, BOLT COMPL.
For applying bracket 8001-21 in front hole.

8001-59, BOLT COMPL.
L=3-1/2 inches

8001-50, FRONT ROD, ADJUSTABLE-(L=11-1/2)
8001-55, FRONT ROD, ADJUSTABLE-(L=13-1/2)
APPLIED TO 140 L.B. RAIL, FOR 105 L.B. RAIL SPECIFY BUSHING, ITEMS 8 & 9.

NOTES:
1. Bolts, nuts, and threads to be as specified on plan G35C, MOW switch bolts.
2. Washers to be in accordance with current AREA specifications.
3. Protective treatment to be in accordance with specification CE234, section 28 or equivalent.
4. Account reference numbers are listed on sheet 5.

8001-21, BRACKET, COMPL.
WITH 1/2 IN. STRAIGHT DRIVE GLEER
All dimensions given in inches.
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